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not feel certain which of the values of a taxonomy to key in. So, in this case a user can 
expand the several branches of a taxonomy in order to navigate to the desired entry. The 
control element combines this with search functionality that enables to directly enter 
values, if the user already knows them. Further, it is often the case that multiple values 
have to be entered for a property. Therefore, special control elements enable to 
efficiently enter many values for properties. All that is exemplarily shown by an excerpt 
of the view to display, input and edit a costume in Figure 23 by the property character 
traits at the bottom. 

 

Figure 23 - User Interface to Enter, View and Maintain a Costume 

Further, the formally described composition of base elements in Barzen & 
Leymann (2014) is supported by another control element depicted in Figure 24. A user 
can define the relation between two base elements due to the selection of a subject base 
element and an object base element and a specific operator that defines the semantic of 
the relation. By clicking the blue plus button in the upper right corner two base elements 
are composed with specific semantics. So, the shirt of the high school queen depicted in 
Figure 13 could be selected and connected with the bra using the worn above 
relationship. 

  

depicted by the bar chart in Figure 25 at the bottom area. This enables to analyze how 
often several colors are used in costumes of a specific film genre and may lead to general 
statements about the colors of costumes for a genre. 

If this approach is generalized to cover all properties of costumes, base elements, 
primitives, roles and films, it is possible to detect commonalities of costumes in order to 
abstract the essence into patterns. Thus, data cubes can be used to create 
implementations of the formally described equivalence function in Barzen & 
Leymann (2014). 

 

Figure 25 - Analysis of Costume Properties by Means of a Data Cube 

6 Summary and Outlook 

In this article, we introduced PatternPedia as a tool chain to support the capturing of 
existing solutions as well as the identification and authoring of patterns. An extensible 
pattern metamodel was used to describe the data structure supported by this tool chain to 
capture solutions, patterns and references among them. The tool chain was used in the 
domains of cloud computing and costumes with respective metamodel extensions. As the 
extensions for solution documents in the domain of costumes were very significant, a 
custom tool for the capturing of costumes has been presented. 
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The	MUSE4Music-Method Very cool	projectJ But:	What if another researcher
wants to reproduce the results in	10	years?

This	can /	will	be a	serious issue!

Several security updates
must	be considered

The	cloud	services	used	may	
no	longer	be	available!

You cannot find	the installation
files for the database

So	we need a	good answer for
this question!	à SustainLifeJ



Context:	Digital	Humanities (DH)
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Digital	Humanities at University	of Cologne

• Faculty of Arts and Humanities (UoC):
- 26	Institutes,	151	Professorships

• High	diversity:
- Standards	and formats
- Methodologies and traditions of expertise

• Great	number of project specific solutions
- mostly custom-made	presentation systems for

research projects

à All	of these projects produce „living systems“
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Example project:	Digital	Romansh Chrestomathy
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Example projects
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Living	Systems?

+ =
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Status	Quo	in	DH

§ Awareness of the problem,	but...

§ great heterogeneity in	technology and methodology

§ no overview of the DH-landscape

§ high	development effort for existing projects,	which doesn‘t scale well

§ only limited	funding for long-term	maintenance
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SustainLife:	Objectives

1. Systematic overview of the technologies most commonly used in	
the DH-landscape

2. Identification of key components with a	high	potential	for synergetic
effects

3. Adaptation	and extension of the OpenTOSCA ecosystem for the
needs of the DH-Community

4. Evaluate maintenance efforts on	selected use cases and return them
to the DH	community as best practices
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OpenTOSCA Ecosystem Overview
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The	OpenTOSCA	Ecosystem

TOSCA
Modelling	Tool

TOSCA
Runtime

Deploy	&	ManageModel Instantiate

„Standards-based	- Open	Source	- End-To-End	Toolchain“

Amazon

Moodle

Apache

Self-Service
Portal
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Creation	and	modeling	of	TOSCA	applications,	including	
graphical	modeling	of	topologies	and	management	plans.	

Exported	as	Cloud	Service	Archive	(CSAR)	for	TOSCA	runtime.

Self-ServiceModeling	Tool Container
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TOSCA	runtime	&	middleware
Processes	CSARs,	runs	plans,	manages	state,	…

Self-ServiceModeling	Tool Container
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Offering	the	deployed	CSARs	to	the
end	user	for	easy	instantiation

Self-ServiceModeling	Tool Container



On	the	road	to	sustain	life…
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One	major	goal	of	SustainLife

19

Freeze
CSAR	+	data

Defrost

Frappé Method
Running application

10	years
later…

Running application

CSAR	+	data

Adopt
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Stop	and	rerun	stateful	components	– Frappé Method

§ Freeze,	Adopt,	Defrost	à

§ Freezing	components

§ Databases	à obvious	J

§ Workflow	engines	à not	that	trivalJ

§ In	memory	data	à should	not	happen	but	what	if?

§ Stream	processors	à how	to	handle	data	while	application	is	frozen?

§ …

§ Many	open	questions	J

20

Frappé Method



One	challenging	issue…
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Exchange	deprecated	components

Amazon	EC2

Ubuntu	
12.04

Tomcat	6

App

hostedOn

hostedOn

hostedOn

Java	5
dependsOn

hostedOn

Ubuntu	12.04

<<extend>>

OS

Windows	
Server	2016 Ubuntu	18.04

deprecated Capability Requirement
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Exchange	deprecated	components

§ Node	Types	become	deprecated

§ Update	topologies	based	on	Version	or	Reqs/Caps

§ Effects	on	other	nodes?

§ Range	&	number	of	affected	nodes

§ Violated	constraints?

§ Breaking	dependencies?

§ Still	deployable?

§ What	do	I	get?

§ Security,	patches,	…
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Amazon	EC2

Ubuntu	
12.04

Tomcat	6

App

hostedOn

hostedOn

hostedOn

Java	5
dependsOn

hostedOn Ubuntu	
28.04

But:	What if Java	5	does not	
run on	Ubuntu	28.04?

In	10	Years,	Ubuntu	28.04	
may be state of the art
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Amazon	EC2

Ubuntu	
28.04

Tomcat	6

App

hostedOn

hostedOn

hostedOn

Java	16
dependsOn

hostedOnWe may need to replace
Java	5	by Java	16

…	which cannot be handled
by an	old Tomcat 6…etc.

Exchanging	nodes	quickly	gets	complex	L

…	but	we	tackle	this	in	SustainLifeJ
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Project	plan
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